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MAGNUS FHD ZIP

MAGNUS FHD ZIP
Magnification: 1.6 - 48.1x on 22"
Lens to object distance 250 mm/9.8”
Weight: 2.0 kg/4.4 lbs
Camera resolution: FULL HD 1920x1080P at 50/60 HZ
Camera zoom 30 optical 
Recommended monitor format: 16:9 Widescreen 
Output: Mini HDMI and Micro USB 3.0
Monitor size: Optional
Total power consumption: 15 W
Standby consumption: 0.8 W

Accessories
HD 22" and 24” widescreen monitor Light Kit
Mounting arm for monitor Foot switch

XKEY Control Box
Dimensions: H: 21 mm/0.8”, W: 61 mm/2.4”,  

D: 100 mm/3.9”
Functions: Zoom with auto focus and manual focus. 

Iris adjustment

Easy to use
MAGNUS FHD ZIP is a simple and user-
friendly system. The simplicity and the 
intuitive control buttons enable you to 
operate MAGNUS FHD ZIP without any 
training and you do not need any time to 
adjust to using it.

Excellent FHD image quality
With FHD you get an extremely sharp 
image with unsurpassed colour 
rendition. What you see on the monitor 
is exactly what is under the camera - 
without distortion, delay or interference.
The built-in autofocus ensures a sharp 
image regardless of magnification 
size. The censor in FHD is 5 times 
more sensitive to light than previous 
versions. This gives better images 

and more depth of field. The camera 
has Whitedynamic that combines two 
images and incorporates the elements 
that create the most optimal image on 
the screen. This makes it easier for the 
users to vary the lighting conditions. At 
the same time it minimizes the risk of 
overexposure and glare. 
 
Magnification up to 48x
With FHD 30x optical zoom the depth 
of field is significantly improved and the 
user has a better overview at minimum 
zoom compared to other cameras 
on the market. 30x optical zoom 
also enables higher magnification at 
maximum zoom. 

 

New ways with USB 3.0
TAGARNO has developed new features 
and PC options to complete the new 
camera solution. The new MAGNUS 
FHD ZIP comes with USB 3, which 
makes it possible to stream and store 
uncompressed live video in Full HD on 
PC with 60fps, for example. for further 
treatment or distibution. USB 3 solutions 
also open the possibility of combining 
TAGARNO solutions with 3rd party 
software.

Small and compact
The MAGNUS FHD ZIP is space-saving
and easy to fold together and put away 
when it is not used.


